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• Offers support for sustainable urban mobility planning at metropolitan scale

• Provides a common definition, examples and guiding principles on different aspects and steps of the planning process

• Takes into account different institutional context conditions and governance structures
What is a metropolitan region?

- 28 capital city metropolitan regions
- 249 other metropolitan regions
- 59% of the EU population
- 62% of EU employment
- 67% of EU GDP
A variety of governance models

- informal/soft coordination
- inter-municipal structures
- supra-municipal authorities
Setting-up a soft cooperation scheme for SUMP development at metropolitan level

Region of Central Macedonia

Competence centre and observatory for sustainable mobility
Long-term funding strategy for transport investments

Metropolitan region of Oslo

- Oslo package
  - Toll Ring
  - Investment programme

- Public Transport
  - Joint Venture
  - All public transport

- Regional Plan
  - Land use and transport
  - Legality
Creation of a transport authority to support transport delivery across the metropolitan region

Metropolitan city of Bologna
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